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MAROMA, A BELMOND HOTEL, RIVIERA MAYA
RIVIERA MAYA

THE ST. REGIS KANAI RESORT, RIVIERA MAYA
RIVIERA MAYA

ONE&ONLY MANDARINA
RIVIERA NAYARIT

GRAND VELAS BOUTIQUE LOS CABOS
LOS CABOS

FOUR SEASONS RESORT LOS CABOS 

LOS CABOS
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This hotel is a space of enchanting, natural refinement, where ancient mysteries meet modern
revelations and joyful exhilaration balances with the deepest peace. With pioneering wellness,
contemporary Mexican dining, and the most authentic experiences in the region, discover a fresh
vision of an enduring legend... a place to feel more alive than ever before.

A 620-acre reserve set on the shores of Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula. The Pleiades constellation
inspired the circular architecture of the resort's avant-garde exterior, which floats above the canopy
of the mangrove trees below. Built on a natural mangrove reserve, with a setting inspired by the
neighboring Sian Ka’an Reserve, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in Quintana Roo. 

Be awed by Riviera Nayarit’s abundant landscape. Step straight from tropical rainforest to white-
sand beaches and swimmable seas. Play, relax, connect, and adventure beneath intensely blue
skies, which melt into pastel colors with the waning sun. Then unwind with ancient spa rituals and
inspired dining from world-renowned chefs.

Nestled by the Sea of Cortez in Mexico's prestigious coastal haven, Grand Velas Boutique Los
Cabos is a luxurious and intimate retreat, offering 79 opulent suites and a private beach. Indulge
in five-star culinary artistry. Lounge by the infinity pool. Feel the luxury of personalized service.

The East Cape location on Mexico’s Baja California Peninsula is the epicenter for adventure. Swim in the
most expansive beach in Los Cabos or set sail from the private marina on the Sea of Cortez, coined “the
aquarium of the world” by famed oceanographer Jacques Cousteau.

AT COSTA PALMAS

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g4053317-d154422-Reviews-Maroma_A_Belmond_Hotel_Riviera_Maya-Playa_Maroma_Playa_del_Carmen_Yucatan_Peninsula.html
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